Top 7 Reasons to Use
the New Structured

Silver

1. New Technology. New technology has made

structured silver extremely more effective than the
old colloidal or ionic silvers. The new silver requires
very small amounts, is non-toxic, and is extremely
safe. It even outperforms silver aquasols from last
decade by a wide margin.

2. Scientifically Supported. Numerous lab reports
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in just a few minutes. Research shows that exposing
silver to most pathogens (including fungus and mold)
for only 3-6 minutes will kill them.

5. Inexpensive. When you add up the cost of

doctor visits (and the time to see the doctor),
prescription medications, and other factors involving
“conventional” health care, structured silver is a
tremendous value.

6. Emergency Preparedness. Because structured

silver is inorganic with no chemicals or other
additives, it can be stored for years at a time. Several
agencies and organizations have recommended the
use of silver as a potential agent in the fight against
bioterrorism.

7. Extremely Safe. Research, testing and long-term

use prove that structured silver is completely safe for
everyone, including children and the elderly.

How Structured

Silver Works

Silverware protects the wealthy from the full brunt of
the plague
Doctors used silver sutures in surgical wounds

1900

Pioneers and frontier settlers use silver coins in their
drinking water and milk to prevent spoilage
Silver products are being developed and marketed
commercially
Silver is used to combat wound infections during WWI
Silver is used widely in hospitals

3. Super-Flexible. Structured silver can be used inside

4. Quick Kill Time. Structured silver can be effective

Greeks, Romans use silver vessels for water purification
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and research studies have documented the benefits
of using silver. In fact, scientists have found that
structured silver can destroy 99.9% of all bacteria,
viruses, mold, fungus and other pathogens. It begins
to destroy pathogens within the first 15 seconds.
the body (internal), as well as on the skin and in the
orifices (external). Structured silver can also be used
as an effective household disinfectant, much like
bleach or other cleaners - only it’s much safer!

Silver mentioned in
Egyptian writings

Several commercial airlines use silver water filters
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NASA selected silver-based system for space shuttle
Improved silver products rise in popularity
New, superior structured silver technology developed
in both liquid and gel form

Silver: A Fighting Chance

Antibiotics are failing at an ever-increasing rate, healthcare
costs are spiraling out of control and bioterrorism is a
constant threat. In addition, e-coli outbreaks, bird flu cases
and other potential pandemics are poised to create havoc
on North Americans’ health and economy. New structured
silver offers its uses a fighting chance.
• Pathogens such as viruses, bacteria and fungi can
inflict terrible damage in the body.
• Antibiotics are not only failing, but also helped create
new strains of superbugs.
• Silver, a simple, safe and effective alternative exists.
• Silver products have been safely used as antimicrobial
agents.
• A new and vastly improved type of structured silver
solution has been developed.
• Structured silver is non-toxic, safe and extremely
effective against a wide range of pathogens.

Metallic silver gives off ultraviolet radiation in a narrow wavelength. The narrow wavelength energy radiated from silver
destroys the membranes of pathogens and damages their DNA beyond repair. The silver also interferes with the energy
sources of bacteria, viruses and other microbes. Ultimately, it kills bacteria and reduces viral replication.
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The magnetically bound, abnormal DNA
can no longer be injected into healthy
cells and the silver continues to bind and
inactivate any remaining viruses

What Experts Are Saying

“Aquasols of the last decade, and now the even more
effective structured alkalinized silver (SILVER), have
presented in both basic research and clinical experience
as remarkable therapeutics in many diverse clinical
situations. SILVER demonstrates antibacterial, antiviral and
antifungal effects for virtually every surface and tissue of
the body. SILVER is both highly effective clinically and is
without toxicity. These properties make SILVER a preferred
therapeutic for treating patients, healthcare volunteers and
team members in international missions and humanitarian
efforts.”

“Over the past few years, several new studies have
demonstrated the fact that silver is one of the most
effective agents in the battle against MRSA and other
deadly antibiotic-resistant super pathogens...”

“Few things in life are as cut-and-dried as the fact that
silver is completely safe when used within normal limits.”

− Dr. Rustum Roy, PhD, Professor at Pennsylvania State University

− Dr. Joseph Mercola, DO, Best-Selling Author

“What is the future? The new vectors for designing
water-based products for use in major industries and
for maintaining health or causing healing are just legion
now. […] The sky is the limit. [...] Structuring of water by
colloidal silver or by radiation now becomes possible for
the human race, and we think it is the most benign, easiest
vector to use for many, many processes.”

− Dr. Bryan Frank, MD, President of Global Mission Partners

“Over time, the well-established indications for the
effective use of silver were for water purification, wound
dressings for the promotion of healing, the prevention and
treatment of infection, dental hygiene … eye conditions …
and other infectious conditions.”

− Dr. Herbert Slavin, MD, Director of the
Institute of Advanced Medicine in Lauderhill Florida

“At the Silver Health Institute we’re identifying new and
improved forms of silver. Not just aquasols, not just colloids
or ionics, but actual structured silver with benefits like
alkalinity, so that your body can use it every single day. [...]
In fact, these silvers are being studied at the pharmaceutical
levels. A pharmaceutical company called Nelson Labs
has tested them and found that the new and improved
structural alkaline silver outperforms all the rest. This is
significant because it’s a silver designed for your body to be
used every single day.”

- Dr. J. Wesley Alexander, MD, Sc.D.,
Professor Emeritus of Surgery at the University of Cincinnati

“Anything in excess has consequences. Common
substances like table salt and aspirin are harmless with
normal use, but excessive intake can become toxic and
even life-threatening. With normal responsible usage, silver
supplements are entirely harmless to humans.”

- Dr. Jeffrey Blumer, MD, PhD,
Former Director of the Center for Drug Research

− Dr. Gordon Pedersen, ND, PhD,
Medical Director of the Silver Health Institute

INTERNAL USE

18 Ways To Use Silver

2-3
Drops
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Immune Support
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Take 3-5 days or more if needed

Digestive Support
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Take 3-5 days or more if needed

Urinary Support
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Ear Health
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Nasal Spray
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Throat Spray/Gargle
EXTERNAL USE

1x Day

Daily Disinfectant

Voice Spray
Mouthwash
ORIFICE USE

1-2 Fine
1-2 tbsp
Mist/Gel

Vaginal Wash
Skin, Foot Disinfectant
Hand Gel Wash
Diaper Rash
Face Wash

Take as long as needed
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Use spray bottler 1-4 sprays up to 10 times daily
Gargling for six minutes will maximize effect
Keep ear pointed upwards for ten minutes to allow
silver access into ear cavity (make sure ear canal is full)
Keep liquid in eyes for up to six minutes for optimal
exposure
Use atomizer sprayer 1-10 times daily
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Gargle for six minutes (swallow solution); use every
two hours for strep, twice daily thereafter

x
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For special circumstances, serving can be doubled
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Visit

Use gel on external vaginal area; use atomizer to
administer liquid in vagina
Use up to six times daily; can soak entire foot daily
Use full strength; works up to 4 hours
Can use daily

www.SilverHealthInstitute.com
for free book samples,
videos & articles

